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The Market conference on Hybrid-Annuity based Public Private Partnership (PPP) model for 

creation of sewage treatment infrastructure under Namami Gange Programme was organised by 

National Mission for Clean Ganga, Ministry of Water Resources, River Development and Ganga 

Rejuvenation, Government of India at Vigyan Bhavan, New Delhi on 24th February 2016.  The 

purpose of conference was to sensitize the market of the upcoming hybrid-annuity based PPP model 

for sewage treatment and institutionalization of the Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) aimed at 

creating enabling environment for fast tracking the development of Infrastructure projects on PPP 

model. The agenda of the conference was as provided in Table 1.  

The Conference received an overwhelming response of with registration of 600+ interested 

participants. Accordingly in view of conference oversubscription and limited number of seats, 

approximately 250 participants were invited for the conference. The Conference was chaired by Mr. 

Shashi Shekhar, Hon’ble Secretary of Ministry of WR RD GR, with the panel comprising of Mr. 

Harihar Mishra, Director (Finance), NMCG; Mr. Puskal Upadhyay, Additional Mission Director, 

NMCG; Sri N V Seemakurti, Technical Director, NMCG, Sri Sundeep, Director, NMCG. 

Mr. N V Satish Seemakurti in the welcome address outlined the complexity of issues related to 

Ganga basin and the need for change in business as usual approach. He expressed hope that the 

deliberations on the Conference will help in fast tracking the GoI initiative and address various 

challenges. 

Mr. Shashi Shekhar, Secretary of Ministry of Water Resources, River Development and Ganga 

Rejuvenation, provided the opening remarks for the conference. He mentioned that existing 

mechanisms have not yielded desired results with over designed infrastructure, ineffective and  



Table 1: Agenda, Market Conference 24th Feb 2016  

9:30 – 11:00 hrs Registration & Coffee  
 

 

11:00 – 11:05 hrs Welcome Address Sri N V Satish Seemakurti, 
Technical Director, National 
Mission for Clean Ganga 
(NMCG) 
 

11:05 – 11:15 hrs Opening Remarks Sri Shashi Shekhar, Secretary, 
Ministry of WR, RD & GR 
 

11:15 – 11:30 hrs Presentation 1 – GoI Initiative 
on Setting up of Institutional & 
Financial Model for Municipal 
Waste Water Treatment under 
Namami Gange 

 

Sri Puskal Upadhyay, 
Additional Mission Director, 
NMCG 

11:30 – 11:45 hrs Presentation 2 – 
International Success 
Stories 
 

Prof. Vinod Tare, IIT 
Consortium 

11:45 – 12:00 hrs Presentation 3 – Treated 
Water Recycling: 
Opportunities, Potential & 
Economics 
 

Prof. Vinod Tare, IIT 
Consortium 

12:00 hrs Open Discussions  
 

 



unaccountable O&M of the assets post-commissioning resulting in discharge not complying with 

prescribed effluent standards and thus the need to come up with new model.  

He also indicated that while developing the new model, discussion were held at length with 

domestic market players, World Bank, IFC, foreign delegates concluding with inception of the 

Hybrid Annuity PPP model. He also mentioned that the conference holds significance as it is for the 

first time that the sewage management is being addressed the way the market would require it.  

This was followed by the presentation on the broad themes of the market conference- GoI Initiative 

on Setting up of Institutional & Financial Model for Municipal Waste Water Treatment under 

Namami Gange, International Success Stories and Treated Water Recycling: Opportunities, 

Potential & Economics 

Mr. Puskal Upadhyay, Additional Mission Director of NMCG presented his talk on the Hybrid 

Annuity PPP Model.  

During his presentation, Mr. Puskal Upadhyay indicated that despite significant investment in the 

past to infrastructure invested remains largely non functional /inadequate and/or inefficient leading 

to continued pollution. He also stressed on the large sewage treatment capacity gap that need to be 

closed and corresponding priority being extended for the same into Namami Gange scheme of GoI. 

The presentation emphasized that the new initiative that included adoption of Hybrid annuity based 

PPP model for infrastructure projects to be implemented with 100% GoI funding through a special 

purpose vehicle seeks to address the major concerns of assurance of long term continued designed 

level of performance with distinct accountability mechanism, sustainability and development of 

treated water market. 

He stated that in this model which the selected concessionaire will bring in 100% investment, 40% 

of the capital will be reimbursed during and on commissioning of the asset and 60% of the 

remaining capex along with interest will be produced in annuities upto the concession provided 

along with O&M expenditure linked to performance standards achievement. 

The presentation also dealt in detail the payout security mechanism that involved payment to 

concessionaires through Special Purpose Vehicle and creation of separate bank account having two 

year liabilities set aside to ensure un-interrupted payment. It also indicated that if required Clean 

Ganga Fund and multi-lateral funding may also be used. 



He also clarified the project boundary and timelines for the next steps of the initiative. Mr. 

Upadhyay emphasized the need for treated water reuse and clarified that the Hybrid Annuity PPP 

model is not intrinsically linked with market development for sale of treated water.  

Dr. Vinod Tare shared the success stories of PPP model in Singapore, Jordan, Egypt, Australia with 

project structure and the challenges faced by each country. He presented a broad overview of the 

various potential concerns regarding PPP and how the same can be tackled. Prof. Tare also entailed 

the various advantages of private sector involvement in sewage treatment infrastructure: that is 

efficiency, management and finance that can lead to overall improvement in water quality and 

distribution of water. 

After the presentations, questions and comments from the audience were invited. During this open 

discussion, several queries were raised by the participants. Some of the key observations / issues 

highlighted in the conference included: 

 

1. Concessionaire’s Performance evaluation mechanism; during and post construction. How 

will the mechanism address performance/payment if an agitation or protest stalls the 

working of the STP? 

2. Is the funding fixed at 40% or is it flexible? Wwill it be same across the country? Will the 

policy framework be standard throughout all states or will it vary depending on size of 

projects? Will be there a body that will take care of fluctuations/ disputes in future? What is 

the mechanism of solving RoWs, ULB issues etc.? 

3. How is technology neutrality ensured?   

4. Is there a fixed cost per MLD? How will the bids at one project be benchmarked with 

others? 

5. Is there a mobilization advance? Will there be an escrow for annuities payment? Will delay 

in payments entail cost to the government? 

6. Is Operation and Maintenance of existing STP included in the scope? How does the labor 

get transferred to the private sector? Are there any provisions for existing employees to be 

deputed to the Concessionaire?  

7. Will there be enough sensitization of the process? With PCBs etc.? On the social side as 

well? 

8. Are villages covered under this scheme? How is fecal sludge management handled? 



9. Whether all projects will be taken up under Annuity based PPP mode? No EPC? Does the 

project scope cover only STP or network? Will banks provide funding? 

10. Evaluate mechanism for different projects as absolute value may differ? 

11. How will sale of treated water be considered? Land requirements will vary. Will TAs need 

to submit a techno commercial bid i.e do they need to have technical skills and transaction 

skills? 

12. Is payment security clear to bankers & financial institutions?  

13. DPR needs to be comprehensive providing minute details of scope. 

14. Land for disposal of sludge would be a concern. How city does gets handover at end of 

period?  

15. Energy plays a major role. How will that get addressed? If additional electricity is 

generated, how does that get sold? 

16. Dealing with ULBs is not very pleasant. Robust revenue model will help.  

17. Will there be a program for villages? 

18. As this project would be structured on project finance modalities, are there any guarantees 

from Government? Will central government guarantee be available through the concession 

period? What is the sanctity of base line data? Condition assessment will be crucial. 

19. How are the conflicts of interest between transaction advisor and concessionaire addressed? 

20. Every stakeholder needs to be made responsible in project performance 

The Panel systematically addressed the above queries and other questions by the audience.  

Overall, the concept was lauded and well received by the audience as per their remarks. The 

participants were also requested to forward their other concerns which could not be addressed 

due to limited time so that the same could be addressed while finalization of the the minute 

details of Institutional and Financial Model. 

The Conference was concluded by a Vote of Thanks by Sri Sundeep, Director of NMCG 

followed by the theme song for Namami Gange Programme by Trichur brothers. 

 


